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GMOs: Power, Profit and the Patenting of Life
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The  debate  on  genetically  modified  foods  is  making  a  powerful  statement  this  weekend,
with the “March Against Monsanto” being planned on Saturday, May 24, in over 50 countries
across the globe. (More info here.)

Today more than ever, the world’s food resources are being hijacked by giant corporations
that  are  turning  farms  into  factories  and  replacing  natural  resources  with  genetically
modified “food-like” substances.

In the bestselling book, “Seeds of Destruction: The Hidden Agenda of Genetic Manipulation“,
author F. William Engdahl takes the reader inside the corridors of power, into the backrooms
of the science labs, behind closed doors in the corporate boardrooms. He cogently reveals a
diabolical  world  of  profit-driven  political  intrigue,  government  corruption  and  coercion,
where genetic manipulation and the patenting of life forms are used to gain worldwide
control over food production.

To learn more, pick up your copy of “Seeds of Destruction: The Hidden Agenda of Genetic
Manipulation“, published by Global Research.
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This skilfully researched book focuses on how a small
socio-political  American  elite  seeks  to  establish  control  over  the  very  basis  of  human
survival: the provision of our daily bread. “Control the food and you control the people.”

This is no ordinary book about the perils of GMO.  If the book often reads as a crime story,
that should come as no surprise. For that is what it is.

Engdahl’s carefully argued critique goes far beyond the familiar controversies surrounding
the practice of genetic modification as a scientific technique. The book is an eye-opener, a
must-read for all those committed to the causes of social justice and world peace.

F. William Engdahl is a leading researcher on the destruction of the planet’s food system
and the profit-driven enterprises that are driving this devastating process.
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